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China quietly worried about President Trump
When it comes to China, Donald Trump’s got a 
heck of a lot to say, not much of it positive. You’d 
think Beijing would take the opportunity to bite 
back, but it’s biting its tongue instead. Reuters’ 
Ben Blanchard explains why.
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Banks’ consumer loans breach P1 T
Consumer loans of big banks breached the P1 trillion lev-
el last year on the back of higher auto, housing and salary 
loans.

Inflation remained tame in April due to cheaper rice, 
utilities
Inflation in April remain unchanged at 1.1 percent as in 
the previous month, due to cheaper rice and slower hikes 
in the prices of utilities, according to the latest data from 
the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA).

Pakistan woos Renault and Nissan in push for auto in-
vestment
Pakistan is wooing foreign car makers like Renault and 
Nissan with generous import duties, but convincing 
them to set up factories will be an uphill challenge given 
fears about the country’s long-term political stability and 
security.
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March vehicle sales up amid ASEAN downtrend
Motor vehicle sales in the Philippines bucked a regional 
decline and continued to climb in March, bringing growth 
in the first quarter to 21.6%, according to latest data from 
the ASEAN Automotive Federation.

PHL to be a $1-trillion economy by 2030 -- IHS
The Philippines can expand around 6% annually over the 
medium term and become a $1-trillion economy by 2030, 
provided the incoming administration sustains economic 
and governance reforms, an economist from IHS Global 
Insight said.
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